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REARRANGEMENT . FOR ALL DEFENCE EXAM .  @9AM

(A) would enjoy constitutionally guaranteed rights and through democratic means, 

build a just society.

(B) A cornerstone of this dream was respect for diversity that was written into the 

Constitution.

(C) At Independence, the dream was that the people of a country of so much diversity

(D)The dream “Idea of India” has always been grander in promise than in fulfilment.

(E) It has been a mixed record, with as many failures as achievements.

(F)The events of the past two weeks, however, signal to us that the “Idea of India” is 

in danger of collapsing.

(G)We may soon have to accept the “New India” which places no value on pluralism, 

fraternity and autonomy.

DCABEFG



REARRANGEMENT . FOR ALL DEFENCE EXAM .  @9AM

1.  A. The two neighbours never fought each other.

B. Fights involving three male fiddler crabs have been recorded, but the status of 

the participants was unknown.

C. They pushed or grappled only with the intruder.

D. We recorded 17 cases in which a resident that was fighting an intruder was 

joined by an immediate neighbour, an ally.

E. We, therefore, tracked 268 intruder males until we saw them fighting a 

resident male.

(a) BEDAC                                         (b) DEBAC

(c) BDCAE                                          (d) BCEDA
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2. A. He felt justified in bypassing Congress altogether on a variety of 

moves.

B. At times he was fighting the entire Congress.

C. Bush felt he had a mission to restore power to the presidency.

D. Bush was not fighting just the democrats.

E. Representative democracy is a messy business, and a CEO of the White 

House does not like a legislature of second guessers and time wasters.

(a) CAEDB                                           (b) DBAEC

(c) CEADB                                            (d) ECDBA
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3. A. In the west, Allied Forces had fought their way through southern Italy as 

far as Rome.

B. In June 1944 Germany’s military position in World War Two appeared 

hopeless.

C. In Britain, the task of amassing the men and materials for the liberation of 

northern Europe had been completed.

D. The Red Army was poised to drive the Nazis back through Poland.

E. The situation on the eastern front was catastrophic.

(a) EDACB                                                    (b) BEDAC

(c) BDECA                                                     (d) CEDAB
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A. But this does not mean that death was the Egyptians’ only preoccupation.

B. Even papyri come mainly from pyramid temples.

C. Most of our traditional sources of information about the Old Kingdom are 

monuments of the rich like pyramids and tombs.

D. Houses in which ordinary Egyptians lived have not been preserved, and when 

most people died they were buried in simple graves.

E. We know infinitely more about the wealthy people of Egypt than we do about 

the ordinary people, as most monuments were made for the rich.

(a) CDBEA                                                     (b) ECDAB

(c) EDCBA                                                     (d) DECAB


